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Logs Have Been Removed

 

Problem:

The driver's logs can no longer be found

Solution:

Find out whether or not the truck was at a shop recently and was re-imaged.
Re-imaging the unit will wipe out all current data stored on the unit, and if this data hasn't been uploaded to FleetWatcher, there is a chance this 
data will not be recoverable.
Make sure Logs are uploaded to FleetWatcher before re-imaging the TruckPC.

Check to see if the driver switched trucks around the time logs were lost.
If the driver switched trucks improperly, various issues can occur-

Driver is still logged into old truck and therefore logs were not sent up to the backend, and upon logging into to the new truck no data is 
found and it pulls down blank or missing info.
When the driver logged out of the old truck the unit was not communicating and therefore any data not sent to the back end can't send up, 
and upon logging into to the new truck no data is found and it pulls down blank or missing info.
The driver didn't go to "HOS Logs" à "Options" à "Change Trucks" before logging out. As this helps to secure data be properly stored to the 
backend.

If none of the above issues are the cause, please call in to technical support.

Related articles

How does the unit warn for Personal Use limits?
How-to send HOS ELD logs to Enforcement Officer for Roadside Audit
Why do I see events from other trucks on my log for today?
Who can Certify an HOS log?
What is Required to Trigger an Auto-Arrival (Workflow)?
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